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I. INTRODUCTION
High data rates and reliability have made serial communications the most preferred inter-chip communication method.
Applications range from backplane communications, to fiber data transmission. With the emergence of large systems-on-chips,
new design methodologies are being adopted to cope with design complexity and wire delays. For the 90 nm technology,
different architectural explorations have shown that wire delays of up to 1.5ns are not unusual [1]. For a 5 GHz clock, this
delay exceeds seven clock cycles. Also, the Semiconductors Industry Association estimates that by 2010 cross-chip wire delays
are going to exceed 12 clock cycles [2]. On top of this, ASICs are being assembled from pre-designed, blochs usually
heterogeneous in nature, (i.e. IPs) that are interconnected together. Each block has its own operating frequency and
communication needs. This necessitated a paradigm shift to enable quick timing closure of the whole chip; namely, the use of
networks-on-chip [3]. As on-chip global interconnect technology moves from ad-hoc wiring or bus-based to switch/router
based schemes, the demand for low overhead, low-power, and portable serial communication circuits (as IP blocks for link
implementation) will be ever increasing.
Two types of NRZ synchronous serial data communications are possible. In the first type, illustrated in Figure 1, NRZ data
(DTx) is sent by the transmitter using a clock (ClkTx). At the receiver side, a clock-recovery circuit (CRC) would extract the
clock (ClkRx) from the received data, re-time this clock with the data and use it to sample the data. This type of synchronous
serial communication is more suited to inter-chip (i.e. off-chip) communications due to limitations on the number of a chip's
I/O pins. However, it requires the CRC to perform both frequency and phase locking.
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In the second type of NRZ synchronous serial data communications, called source synchronous, the transmitter sends the
clock along with the data. This clock arrives at the receiver side out of phase with the data, hence the receiver re-synchronizes
it with the data before using it to sample the data. This would be a viable alternative to source synchronous parallel buses in
deep sub-micron technologies, where global wire delays amount to several clock cycles which necessitates careful design and
elaborate skew control circuitry. This is the same argument that made serial communications replace parallel communications
for inter-chip communications.
A source synchronous serial link (S3L) is illustrated in Figure 2. The FIFO buffers (synchronous at the transmitter side and
asynchronous at the receiver side) would be required if the communicating entities operate at different clock speeds [4–8]. This
type is better suited for implementing on-chip communications (NoC links) with multiple-clock domains since there is no
limitation on sending the clock along with the data and it only requires phase locking.
For source synchronous serial links (clock is sent with the data), as with inter-chip communications, the issue of re-timing
the clock with the received data arises. Having a clock-recovery and data retiming circuit (CRC) would allow very high serial
data rates and help with the timing closure of the chip. These circuits, setting in the repeaters and receivers, accurately extract
the clock signals from the non return-to-zero (NRZ) serial bit streams where they are embedded. Such a circuit must maintain
synchronism between the clock and the data in the presence of data phase noise (jitter), and supply and temperature
fluctuations. Also, they must be agile in extracting synchronized clocks for different data packets arriving from different
sources.

Figure 1. A typical synchronous serial link with clock-recovery circuit at the receiver for off-chip communications. The O/P
and I/P buffers might implement some form of signal conditioning (such as equalization).

Figure 2. The general structure of a Source Synchronous Serial Link (S3L)

Many techniques for clock-recovery and data re-timing have been used for inter-chip communications [9–11]. Most
of these techniques use analog PLLs (Phase-Locked Loops) or DLLs (Delay-Locked Loops). These analog CRCs suffer
from several shortcomings: large area (due to analog blocks); difficulty to port to other processes or supplies; high VCO
operating frequency (double the data frequency) which in turn limits the data rate, phase error accumulation in the VCO;
and long lock times due to the loop damping behavior. Fully digital or semi-digital solutions were proposed to solve
some of the analog PLLs problems [12–20]. Though these techniques retain many of the analog features, they suffer
from poor resolution (more jitter), stability issues (two or more loops interacting), difficulty to port from one process to
another (due to analog blocks), and/or large areas.
In [21], a fully digital non PLL/DLL CRC for source synchronous serial communication that demonstrated the
potential of digital circuits in clock recovery and data re-timing was introduced. That CRC was based on adjusting the
length of a digital delay line to align the input clock with the input NRZ data. The circuit was only suitable for source
synchronous communications and did not incorporate any feedback for correction (i.e. open-loop). The output clock was
centered with the input data through the use of a fixed delay (inverters). This required re-design of this delay for different
operating frequencies/process technology. Also, though being fully digital, it utilized many non-standard circuits,
making it difficult to synthesize and port from one process to another.
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In this work two new improved CRCs that are also based on adjusting the length of digital delay lines are introduced.
The first one performs both frequency and phase capturing of the clock hence is suited for off-chip communications,
while the second one, a source synchronous serial link, is better suited for on-chip communications (with only phase
locking). Unlike the CRC in [21], the two new CRCs are entirely made of standard CMOS gates. The first CRC is
presented in Section 2. This includes basic concept of operation, circuit description and performance evaluation. The
similar treatment for the second technique is presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. A CRC FOR OFF-CHIP SERIAL LINK
2.1. Basic Architecture and Concept of Operation

Unlike the CRC in [21], this CRC can capture the transmitter’s clock frequency from the received NRZ data stream
and align its phase with the received data. The circuit also retimes the clock with each data transition. The basic idea of
this CRC is to use a variable length digital delay line to measure the input data’s bit duration (i.e. the time between a
positive edge and a negative edge). This delay is then used in a feedback loop to form an oscillator with an oscillation
period equal to that delay (i.e. oscillation frequency will be twice the maximum data frequency or equal to the data rate).
The architecture of the proposed CRC is shown in Figure 3. When the incoming NRZ data (Din), fed to the first input of
the PED circuit (Figure 4 (a)), exhibits a positive transition (0→1), the positive-edge detector (PED) circuit produces a
pulse (P0) that would travel down a delay line. The inverters at the output of the PED circuit are meant to delay these
pulses by a fixed delay to reduce the required number of stages in the delay lines and PCCM circuit. This simple
addition reduces the power consumption of this circuit considerably compared to the one in [21].
The delay line will provide several phases of the PED pulse (P1 to Pn). An identical delay line will also contain a
replica of this pulse, providing unloaded clock phases (CLK0 to CLKn). When the next negative NRZ data edge arrives,
the negative-edge detector (NED) circuit, Figure 4(b), will generate two complementary pulses, T and Tb, which will be
used by the period capturing and clock muxing (PCCM) circuit, Figure 5, to latch in the appropriate pulse phase. This
latched pulse phase is then used as an enable signal for a mux to select the corresponding clock phase. More than one
clock phase might be selected, making the resulting feedback clock (Clkfb) an interpolated version of the selected clock
phases, enhancing the CRC’s resolution significantly.
ClkOut

Figure 3. The architecture of the clock-recovery circuit proposed for off-chip serial communications

(a)
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(b)
Figure 4. (a) The positive-edge detector circuit, (b) The negative-edge detector
The fed-back clock, reconstructed using a simple Schmitt trigger circuit, would have a delay Tclkfb (referenced to the
positive edge of the input data):
Tclkfb = TB + TNED,

(1)

where TB is the bit duration and TNED is the delay of the NED circuit. This means that the captured delay in the variable delay
line is TDL, as a function of Tclkfb and the PED delay TPED1:
TDL = Tclkfb – TPED1 = TB + TNED – TPED1 .

(2)
nd

After this feedback clock is re-constructed using the Schmitt Trigger (with a delay TST) it is fed back to the 2 input of the PED
circuit. The output clock ClkOut is produced after a delay TclkOut:
TclkOut = Tclkfb + TST .

(3)

This closes the loop and from this point onward forms a ring oscillator with a total delay of
TCLK = TPED2 + TDL + TST

(4)

where TPED2 is the delay through the second input of the PED circuit. Substituting TDL from (2) into this Equation:
TCLK = TPED2 + TB + TNED – TPED1 + TST = TB + TNED + TST + (TPED2 – TPED1) .
(5)
Also, if the fixed delay at the input of the PED (TPED2 – TPED1) is set = TNED + TST, then the oscillator's total delay TCLK
becomes: TCLK = TB or 1 bit duration (i.e. bit cell). This closes the loop and forms a ring oscillator with a total delay of 1 bit
duration (i.e. bit cell). The delay between the two input paths of the PED circuit is implemented using an even number of
nd
inverters. The first ClkOut pulse will reach the PED 2 input (referenced to the first positive data edge), using (1–5) above, at:
tCLK1 = TB + (TPED2 – TPED1). The second pulse would be at tCLK2 = 2 TB + (TPED2 – TPED1) and the nth pulse tCLKn = n TB + (TPED2
– TPED1) . Hence the output clock pulses are not only at twice the input frequency but are also aligned with the delayed version
of the input data (DDin). This means that the CRC will continue to oscillate at twice the input’s frequency even in the absence
of any positive or negative input data edges. With each data transition, the circuit re-times the clock with data, hence correcting
for any injected phase and/or frequency noise. The inverted version of ClkOut, which is in the middle of the bit cell, is used to
sample and latch in the delayed data bit (DDin), as illustrated in Figure 6.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5 (a). The PCCM Circuit’s Schematic including the Schmitt Trigger and (b) The PFF schematic
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Figure 6. Timing relations between the delayed input data (DDin), CRC's output clock (CLKOut) and sampling clock (CLK)
The total number of gates in this CRC is less than 100, most of which are inverters. This makes the circuit, very compact
allowing the installation of many copies for different serial links within the same chip. Also, all blocks were designed using
identical gates (i.e. similar gates are instances of the same cell). Hence all inverters in the circuit are identical, all FFs are
identical, all NAND gates are identical, all NOR gates are identical …etc. This demonstrates the portability of the circuit.
2.2. Performance Evaluation
®

Circuit simulations using T-Spice and a 0.13µm, 1.2V CMOS technology were used to evaluate the operation and
performance of the proposed CRC. Sizes of transistors in the circuit components were optimized for 2 GBPS operation, but it
can still operate with any input frequency up to 2.5 GBPS. For lower frequencies the fixed delay in the PED circuit is increased
keeping the PCCM circuit the same. First, the basic operation of the circuit is demonstrated by applying NRZ data to the input.
Figure 7 below shows how the CRC captures the data frequency at 2 GBPS and generates an output clock after two bit
transitions. The data pattern used was 1011111111.

Time (ns)
Figure 7. The input data and output clock waveforms of the CRC at 2 GBPS
Next, the response of the CRC to the injection of a large phase noise at the input data is evaluated. Figure 8 shows how the
circuit fully recovers the clock within two data transitions after a large phase noise (equivalent to a half bit cell) is injected into
the input data. An analog PLL would have taken hundreds or even thousands of cycles to recover.

Half-cell (i.e. 250 ps)
Phase noise injected

Circuit recovers
the clock here

Time (ns)
Figure 8. Output clock recovery after the injection of a large phase noise (half-cell) at 2 GBPS
The stability of the output clock’s frequency was evaluated using two simulations: one with no data transitions after the
initial clock frequency capturing (i.e. data stays constant after the two initial bit transitions) and another with a pseudo-random
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input stream (using 6-bit long pseudo-random patterns that are fed serially to the circuit). The output clock periods are laid out
on top of one another in Figures 9 (a) and (b). The peak-to-peak period jitter in the case of no data transitions is less than 10 pS,
an outstanding performance for an all-digital clock recovery circuitry. The results in Figure 9(b) show that, when there are data
transitions, the output clock has two modes with about 10 ps difference in their periods. The peak-to-peak period jitter within
each mode is still less than 10 ps. These two modes result from variations in the loop delay due to two modes of operation;
when there is no positive data transition and when there is such transition. This bi-modal operation of the CRC won’t cause bit
errors since the faster mode only occur when there is a positive input transition and the circuit immediately goes back to the
normal mode when there is no data transitions. Hence there is no accumulation of phase error that might cause an error. It
should be noted that the relative difference between the two modes is smaller for lower clock frequencies.

Figure 9. Output clocks laid on top of one another. The insets show a Zoom-in of the clock edge region
Figure 10 shows the average output clock period for different data rates. The circuit components were only optimized once
for the 2 GBPS data rate (0.5 nS bit cell). For other data rates, only the fixed output delay part of the PED circuit was changed
(by changing the number of inverters). As the results in the figure indicate, the maximum frequency error is still below 0.8%
for other data rates. The accumulated phase error due to the frequency error, however, is reset with every time a data transition
occurs. So with proper data encoding that ensure adequate data transitions, the bit error rate can be set to a desired value.

Figure 10. The average output clock Frequency and maximum absolute frequency error for different data rates

3. A CRC FOR ON-CHIP SOURCE SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL LINK (S3L)
3.1. Basic Concept of Operation
The basic concept of the S3L scheme was demonstrated in Figure 2. From the transmitter side, data is sent along with the
transmission clock (ClkT). The FIFO on the transmitter side is synchronous (could be a simple single Flip-Flop). Both the
transmitted data and clock are received by the CRC which re-times the clock with the data (DOut). This clock (ClkW) is used to
write to the receiver FIFO. The CRC would also have a simple FSM to detect start bits and control writing to the FIFO. The
asynchronous FIFO at the receiver side is required to facilitate data transfer between two clock domains (Transmitter and
Receiver). The receiver reads data using its own clock (ClkR).
The architecture of this CRC is very similar to the off-chip version and is shown in Figure 11. The delay of the variable
length digital delay line is adjusted such that a clock phase is aligned with the edge of the input data. The complement of this
ο
phase, which would then be in the middle of the bit cell (i.e. 90 phase-shifted), is selected as the output clock. The delay line is
made of two parts: a fixed delay (close to half a bit cell) and two matched delay lines that should have a total delay of at least
ο
one bit cell. The two matched delay lines carry two clock phases that are complement of one another (~ 180 out of phase). The
fixed delay was added to reduce the required stages in the variable delay line compared to the circuit in [21] while enhancing
the resolution. Again all the different parts of the delay lines are all made up of identical inverters.
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Figure 11. The architecture of the clock-recovery circuit for the on-chip S3L
An improved (compared to [21]) double-edge detector (DET) circuit, shown in Figure 11, is used generate two
complementary pulses each time there is an input data transition. This circuit could be implemented using a differential static
XOR/XNOR circuit such as in [22]. However, the implementation shown in Figure 11 was chosen because it uses standard
digital gates and produces complementary pulses (T and Tb) with equal delays. These pulses are used as trigger signals by the
phase capturing and clock mixing (PCCM) circuit to capture the relative phase between the data and input clock. The PCCM
circuit selects the appropriate phase(s) and output them to the Schmitt trigger to re-construct the clock signal.

Figure 12. The Double-edge detector circuit implementation
Again, the total number of gates in this CRC is less than 100, most of which are inverters. This makes the circuit very
compact, allowing the installation of many copies for different serial links within the same chip.
3.2. Performance Evaluation
Figure 13 below shows how the CRC retimes the clock with Dout within 2 data transitions. Two scenarios were simulated
ο
ο
in this figure; one with the input clock initially 85 phase-shifted with the data (i.e. 5 short of the required phase) and another
ο
with the input clock initially 0 phase-shifted with the data. In each case, the output clock is produced at the required phase.
The response of the circuit to a large phase noise (half a bit cell) injection into the input data was also evaluated and the
result is reported in Figure 14. The figure shows how the circuit first re-times the clock with the data with an initial –15 phaseshift between the input clock and data. The circuit then recovers the clock within one bit transition after a half-bit cell phase
noise is injected into the data.
ο
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(a)
(b)
Figure 13. The input clock, output clock and data waveforms at 2 GBPS with two different phase shifts between the input clock
and data; (a) 0º phase shif; (b) 85º phase shift
Again, the stability of the output clock’s frequency was evaluated with a 6-bit long pseudo-random input stream and the
results are reported in Figure 15. As this figure shows, the peak-to-peak clock jitter is about 10 ps. It should be noted that this
jitter would not accumulate since the CRC constantly re-times the clock with every data transition. Furthermore, the jitter is
much smaller with no data transitions, again an outstanding performance for an all-digital clock re-timing circuit.

Figure 14. The CRC's response to a large phase noise injection (half a bit cell) in the input data

Figure 15. The output clock for a 6-bit long pseudo random input data. The inset shows the clock rising edge

4. CONCLUSIONS
Two new clock recovery circuits have been developed: one suited for off-chip communications that can perform clock
frequency and phase capturing and another that is intended for source synchronous on-chip communications. Both circuits can
retime the clock with the NRZ data stream within two bit transitions. Simulation results show that the output clocks of the two
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circuits are very stable. Output frequency error could be made very small by proper sizing of the circuit components for the
intended technology. However, the circuit continuously re-times the clock phase with each bit transition. This means that with
adequate data encoding the impact of frequency error on bit error rate can be virtually eliminated. Both circuits have less than
100 gates (most of which are inverters). This makes them very compact and highly portable, and able to support SoC designs
with many serial links for inter-chip or intra-chip communications.
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